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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Cauchy or Goursat problem in a space of holomorphic orpartially 
holomorphic functions will be studied. The purpose of this paper is to give 
local and global results for the Goursat problem which is a natural extension 
of the Cauchy problem. The motivation is to give aunified treatment of the 
Cauchy or Goursat problem developed bymany authors and to give more 
general nd precise r sults concerning the problems listed below. 
The famous Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem is a local result for the 
Kowalevskian equation rnormal equations with locally holomorphic coef- 
ficients. Now one of the questions i to propose a global version of this 
theorem, for example, ina space of entire functions (see, for example, Treves 
[ 1.51 and Persson [1 I]). On the other hand, it is well known that in the 
Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem it is not necessary toassume the analyticity 
condition with respect to the time variable, where the time variable is
assumed to be real (see Nagumo [ 71 and Treves [161). The other question is
whether we can remove the analyticity condition i the general Goursat 
problem, and if so, in what variables. Next, for the non-Kowalevskian 
equation or non normal equation itis well known that he local Cauchy 
problem is not solvable ingeneral (see, for example, Miyake [5]). In this 
case the problem is studied ina space of entire functions of the finite order, 
which introduce the global Cauchy problem (see, Friedlender andSalehov 
[2 J, Friedman [3] and Steinberg and Treves [131). Now the question isto 
propose the general theory for the Goursat problem. Inthis paper we shall 
study these problems. 
In Section 2,we shall state the main results. In Section 3,we shall give an 
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abstract form of the Goursat problem in a decreasing scale of Banach spaces 
which is a modification of the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem 
developed byYamanaka [ 181, Ovsjannikov [lo] and Treves [15 1. Section 4 
will be devoted to the preliminary consideration f rthe proof of our 
theorems, where a scale of Banach spaces which consist ofholomorphic or
entire functions of the finite order will be studied. Then our theorems will be 
proved in Section 5.In Section 6,we shall give some examples which 
indicate the differences between our results and those of the above authors. 
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to a single equation, but it is easy to 
give extensions to a general system of linear partial differential equations 
(see, for example, Wagschal [17 1). 
We note that our results are deeply connected tothe theory of ordinary 
differential equations with polynomial coefficients i  a complex domain, 
where the growth order of the solutions at infinity is studied (see Hille 14, 
Chaps. 5, 91). 
We wish to mention that he argument developed here is deeply connected 
to those by Yamanaka and Persson 1191 and Wagschal [171. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let us consider the following Goursat problem in C: x C: or C: x Rf 
(n> 1, I>O): 
D:D;“u(x, f)= 4x, t; D,, 0,) u(x, t) + j-(x, t), 
u(x, t) - w(x, t) = O(X”P), 
(2.1) 
where 
a(x, t; D,, DJ = x L abj(x, t)D~D~-j. 
4 o<i<m 
Here we use the following otation: 
x = (x1 ,***9 XJ, 2 = (t1,***, fr) D, = @/ax, ..., h’/c?x,), 
D, = (a/at 1 ,..., a/at,), a,PE N” and m,jE N’, 
(2.4 
where N = (0, 1, 2 ,... }
For any two multi-indices m = (m, ,..., m,)and j = (j, ..., j,), 0<j < m 
means 0 <j, < mk for any k = 1, 2,..., 1  Moreover, j < m means j < m and 
Ijl < /ml, where [ml =m, + I-S + m,. 
In order to clarify our problem we give some function spaces. Let 
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d = (d, ..., d,)E (0, 11” and let R > 0. Then A: is a set of all functions u(x) 
satisfying 
lo,“U(O)l< Cw for any a E N”, 
where C is a non-negative constant which may depend on R, (d . a)! =
f(d.u+l)andd.a=d,a,t...+d,a,. 
Obviously Ai is a Banach space by the norm 
/I uIIR = su,p 1D,“u(O)l R’“l/(d . a)!. (2.3) 
Note that if u(x) E Ai, then U(X) is an entire function forder (1 - dk)-’ 
with respect tosuch xk that 0< dk < 1, and is locally holomorphic with 
respect tosuch xk that d, = 1. 
Now the spaces Afd’ and Acd’ are defined by
AId’ = u A,” and Acd’= 0 A;, 
R>O R>O 
respectively. 
Let A be a domain in UII. Then H(A; AId’) is the space of all functions 
u(x, t) of A Id’-valued holomorphic function ft EA. On the other hand, in 
the case that A is a domain of R:, P(A; AId’) (m E iN’) is the space of all 
functions u(x, t) such that #u(x, t) are AId’ -valued continuous functions of 
t E A for any j < m. Note that H(d; Acd’) and P(A; Acd’) are defined 
similarly. 
Our first purpose is to give a local result. In this case we consider the 
Goursat problem (2.1) in the space AId’. By a suitable interchange of the 
coordinates w  may assume 
O<d,< 1 (l<k<n,) and d,= 1 (n, <k<n). 
Now we put x = (x’, x”) and a = (a’, a”), where 
x’ = (x, ***, x, ), x” = (x,, + ,***, XJ
a’ = (a, ..., an ) and a” = (a,, +, ,..., a,). 
First, we assume that he coeffkients aqj(x, t)in (2.2) are polynomials in 
x’, that is, 
Qj(X, t) = \‘ aj$yx”, t)(x’)f. (2.4) 
y’;finite 
It should be noted that it is natural toassume that aDj are polynomials in x’ 
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in our formulation of the problem (see, for example, Friedman [ 31 and 
Steinberg and Treves [ 131). Now for each a$’ we assume 
(1-d)‘.y’+d.(p-a)~lji, 
where 1 - d = (1 - d, ,..., 1 - d,). 
(2.5) 
By this condition we have that when j = 0 it holds that d . a > d . /I and 
y’=O if d.p=d.a. Hence a o0 = aDO(x”, t) if d . /3 = d . a. At the end we 
assume that there exists r E IR:, (R + = (0, +co)) such that 
\‘ la,,(O, O>l p-a <1. (2.6) 
d.b=d.a 
Now we have the following: 
THEOREM I. Consider problem (2.1) in CI x Ci. Hence we assume that 
a,@, t) are holomorphic in a neighbourhood of the origin. We assume 
conditions (2.4)-(2.6). Let A be a domain of C’ which contains the origin. 
Then for any f (x, t) and w(x, t) in H(A; AId’), there exists a domain d’ which 
contains the origin such that a unique solution u(x, t) of (2.1) exists in 
H(& AId’). 
Note that the existence domain of the solution d’ depends on f, w and the 
parts of {aoj} where the equalities hold in (2.5). A precise estimate will be 
given in the proof. 
Remark 2.1. In the case of t E iR’, we assume that aDj are continuously 
differentiable in t up to k (EN’). Then for any f(x, t) E Ck(A; AId’) and any 
w(x, t) E Cmfk(A; AId’), there exists a unique solution u(x, t) in 
Cm+ k(d; A Id’). 
Remark 2.2. If in condition (2.5) only the strict inequalities hold, then 
we have a global solution in t. A precise statement will be given in Section 5 
(see Theorem 5.1). 
Next we give a global result. In this case we consider problem (2.1) in the 
space Acd’. First we assume conditions (2.4) and (2.5). Moreover we assume 
that a;;‘(~“, t) are polynomials in x” when (1 - d)’ . y’ + d . (/3 - a) = ljl. 
Hence we put 
Uqj(X, 1) = x a$(t) Xy+ C bg)(x”, t)(x’)“, 
y;finite y’;finite 
(2.7) 
where (1 -d). yfd. @--a)=]j] and (1 -d)' . y’+d. (P-a) < Ijl. Now 
, . 
we assume for each a;/ m (2.7) 
IYI G I.il. (2-g) 
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Hence u,,~ E aB,,(t) if d . p = d . a. Now instead of(2.6) we assume 
sup \‘ 
A d.0zd.a 
(2.6)’ 
for some r E IR: .Then we have the following: 
THEOREM II. We assume that abj(x, t) are holomorphic in C: x A. And 
we assume conditions (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7)-(2.6)‘. Thenfor any f(x, t) and 
w(x, t) in H(A; Atd’), there xists a unique solution u(x, t) of (2.1) in 
H(A; ACd’). 
The following is an immediate consequence of this theorem. 
COROLLARY. We assume that a,,(t) = Const. if da /3 =d. a in 
Theorem II, and that abj(x, t) are entire functions i  c: X ci. Then under 
the assumptions i  Theorem II, there xists a unique solution u(x, t) in 
H(L,, p’. ACd’)for any f(x, t) and w(x, t) in H(CI ;ACd’). 
Remark 2.3. In the case of t E R’, it is easy to give corresponding results 
to Theorem II and its corollary. 
Remark 2.4. If I= 0 in Theorems I and II, then they give the unique 
solvability of problem (2.1) in AId’ and ACd’, respectively. 
At the end of this ection, we give some comments on our results. 
Theorem Igives awell-known result when 1= 0 and d = (l,..., 1).Friedman 
13 1 studied the special case of Theorem Ifor the Cauchy problem, that is, the 
case of I= 1, u=O and d= (&..,a (see also, Friedlender andSalehov [2]). 
Steinberg and Treves 1131 gave a result similar tothat of Friedman, among 
other things. And Wagschal 1171 gave Theorem Iin the case of d = (l,..., 1).
With regard to the corollary to Theorem II, Persson 1111 studied the case of 
the Cauchy problem under the assumption that d= (l,..., 1).And the author 
[ 61 studied problems similar toTheorems Iand II in the case of constant 
coefficients. We note that Persson studied various type of the Goursat 
problems for entire functions (see [121 and references ited there in). 
The proof of our theorems are performed asfollows. The Goursat problem 
(2.1) with ,c(x. t)= 0 is equivalent to he following one: 
0;” U(x, t) =
U(x, t) =
4x, t; D,, 
O(P), 
0,) D,“U(x, t) +.I-@, tX
(2.9) 
where D.F~’ U(x) denotes the primitive ofU(x) with respect to xk which 
vanishes at Xk = 0. Now the solution of (2.1) is given by 
u(x, t) =D, n U(x, t). 
Theorem I is obtained by applying the abstract Goursat problem in a 
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decreasing scale of Banach spaces developed inSection 3.But in order to 
prove Theorem II, we need more precise consideration of a propagation 
property insome sense for solutions of (2.9). 
3. ABSTRACT FORM OF THE GOURSAT PROBLEM 
A one-parameter family of Banach spaces X = {Xs}O<sg, issaid to be a 
decreasing scale or simply ascale of Banach spaces if for any 0 < s’ < s < 1 
X,GX,, and II *IIS’< II ’IIS? 
where (1 .(Is denotes the norm in X,. 
Let us now consider the following Goursat problem in the scale X: 
D,“u(t) = x Aj(t) Dr-'U(r) +f(t)l 
O<j<m (3.2) 
u(t) - W(f) = O(P), 
where t E R’ or G’ and m, j E N’. 
LetT>O,a>OandO<s<l.Thenweput 
A,= {t; lItI = yqy, Ihl <TL 
and 
A,@, s) = (t E A,; lltll < a(1 -s)). 
We assume the following conditions  (A,(t)): 
(i) A,(t) is a contraction map in each X,, that is, 
co = yt II~o(m < 1, (3.3) 
T. 
where llAolls denotes the operator norm of A,, in X,. 
(ii) For any 0 < j < m, A,(t) are singular operators in X of order Iji, 
that is, for any 0 < s’ < s < 1 
where Cj and Dj are non-negative constants and E is a positive constant. 
Here II Ajlls,s’ denotes the operator norm of Aj from X, to X,, . 
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In what follows, e assume that A,(t) are continuously dependent on 
t E A, when t E R’, or holomorphically dependent on t when t E C’. Now 
our purpose isto show the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. We assume conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Then for any 
f(t) E C”(dT; X,) (resp. H@, ; X,)) and w(t) E Cm@, ; X,) (resp. 
H(d,; X,)), there xists a unique solution u(t) E Cm(AT(a, s); X,) (resp. 
H(A,(a, s); X,)) for any 0 < s < 1. Here, a is a positive constant proportional 
to min O<j,<mi(l - cO)/cjJ1"j' (see (3.7)). Hence if Cj = 0 for any 0 < j < m, 
the solution exists inCm(A7. ; X,) (resp. H(A, ; X,)) for any 0 < s < 1. 
Proof of the Existence. First we note that we may assume w(t) = 0 in 
(3.2) by changing the unknown function u(t) by v(t) = u(t) - w(t). Let 
U(t) = Dyu(t). Then u(t) = D;“U(t), since u(t) = O(Y). Here D;’ U(t) 
denotes the primitive of U(t) with respect to , which vanishes at tk = 0, that 
is. 
Dr, ’ U(t) =
I 
I’ U(t, ..., rk ,...; t,)ds,. 
0 
Hence (3.2) isequivalent to the following tegral equation: 
u(t) = c A,(t) o;‘u(t) + f(t). 
O<i<m 
On the other hand, by condition (3.3) (Z-A,(t)) is invertible n each X, for 
any t E A,. Hence the above quation is equivalent to the following o e: 
U(t) = \’ B,(t) o;‘u(t) + g(t), 
O<i<m 
(3.5) 
where B,(t) = (Z-A,(t))-’ A,(t) and g(t) = (Z - A,(t))-‘f(t). We consider 
Eq. (3.5) instead of (3.2). Let 
u(t) = : w’“‘(t) 
n=O 
be given by w’“‘(t) = g(t) and 
w-Q(t) = \‘ B,(t) D;jw”- l’(t) (n > 1). 
O<i<m 
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First, consider the case where CjO > 0 for some 0 < j, < m. Let 0 < s < 1. 
Then the following inequalities ar  proved by induction n. 
II w”“Wl, < G 1 + 
O<j(k)<m 
(3.6)” 
for any 0 < s < 1. Here ItI = (It,1 ,..., It&
i 1 
cj l/l il G = sg~ II &)ll, 3 C= max 
OcjSm 1-Co 
and 
E= max Oj 
o<.ism C’j’(1 - Co)’ 
In fact, the case n = 1 is obvious. Suppose that (3.6),_  holds. Let 
O<s(s,<l.Thenwehave 
lil 
<{l +(S,-s)CE} “ 
O<iSVf 
Il~,j~n~“(~)ll.~,,. 
Then by putting s, = ((n - 1)s + 1)/n, we obtain (3.6)“. Now, in view of 
(3.6)” we have 
0~ i(k)Sm 
Since 0 <j(k) ,< m, we have 
for some positive constant K. We put L = elC 11 tll/( 1 - s). Then if L < 1, we 
have 
\‘ 
j=j(l)+y t.i(n) 
O<j(k)<m 
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where p is the number of elements of{j; 0 < j < m}. Hence we have for 
L<l 
This proves that he formal solution U(t) converges inthe space X, when 
Hence, it suffices to choose aconstant a = l/pelC inour theorem. 
In the case where Cj = 0 for any 0 < j < m, let C -+ +0 in (3.6)“. This 
proves that he formal solution U(t) converges inX, when t E A, for any 
o<s< 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Uniqueness. In the case of the Cauchy problem, the proof is 
familiar (see, for example, Treves [161). In the case of the Goursat problem, 
it is essentially the same, but we need more delicate consideration. Let ui(t) 
(i = 1,2) be two solutions of (3.2), where ui(t) E Cm(AT(a, s); X,) for any 
O<s< 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume ui(t) E 
Cm(Ar(a, s);X,). Note that V(t) = D;“{u,(t) - u*(t)} satisfies Eq.(3.5) with 
g(t) = 0. We fix s,, such that 0< so < 1. We put T,, = min{ T, a( 1 - so)} and 
G, = s~p,,~~:~~~ // V(f)i],,,. Then we can prove for any 0 < s < so and n > 1 
where L, = elC I( tli/(sO - )< 1. 
Hence u,(t)- uz(t) in X, (0 < s < sJ when ]]t]] < min{T,,,a(s, -s)). By 
continuity, we have ui(t) = z.+(t) in X, when ]] t]] < min{ T,, a&, - s)}, which 
proves the local uniqueness. 
Now in order to prove the global uniqueness, we use the technique as
follows. First, we note that it suffices to consider the case tE R’. We put 
r” = min(a, T} and T, = F/n (n > 2). Let j E Z’ and f:‘) = (j, T,,..., j,T ,) 
be lattice points, where I j,] <n - 1. Now we put slj, = 1 - (I jl + 1) T,,/u, 
where 1 jl = 1 j,] + ... + /j,]. Then we put 
AT,(ur s;j) = (t; )]t- tjn’]( < min{T,, U(s,j, -s)}}, 
where 0 < s < slj, (see Fig. 1). Here we consider such jthat slj, > 0. Then we 
can prove ui(t) = u*(t) in Uj AT,(u, s;j) by continuing the local uniqueness 
of the Goursat problem. Note that lim,_, (Jj Ar,(u, s;j) = A,(u, s). Hence 
by letting n + co, we have u,(t) = uz(t) in X, when t E d.(u, s), which proves 
the global uniqueness. Q.E.D. 
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FIGURE 1 
Remark 3.1. By using the above technique, we can weaken the 
assumptions onf(t) and w(t) in the above theorem. Infact, it suffices to 
assume f(t) E CO(A,.(a, s); X ) (resp. H(A.(a, s); X,)) and w(t) E
P(A T(a, s); X,) (resp. H(A,(a, s); X,)) for any 0 < s < 1. 
In view of this remark, we obtain the following regularity result by a 
standard method. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let t E IR’. We assume the conditions i  Theorem 3.1. 
Moreover we assume A,(t) are continuously differentiable up to k(EN’) in 
I E A,.. Then for any f(t) E Ck(A,(a, s); X,) and w(t) E Cm’ k(AT(a, s); X,) 
for any 0 < s < 1, the solution u(t) exists inCm+k(AT(a, s);X,) for any 
O<s< 1. 
Remark 3.2. The results inthis ection can be extended tothe nonlinear 
case. Since it is not necessary inthis paper, we omit it (see Nirenberg [8], 
Nishida [9] and Baouendi and Goulaouic [ 1] for the Cauchy problem). 
4. STUDY OF BANACH SPACES Ag,k(r) 
Let d E (0, l]“, R > 0, k E N and <E ‘R; .Then Ai,k({) is a set of all 
functions u(x) satisfying 
ID”u(O)l < C (d k4;+,k)! {” for any a E N”, 
where C is a non-negative constant independent of a. In this ection we use 
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the notation D = (a/k, ..., a/ax,). Obviously, Az,k(<) isa Banach space by 
the norm 
/lull 
/ D%(O)1 Rd.” 
R.k.l= Sip (d . a + k)! (” (4.2) 
Expecially we put AZ(<) =A:,,(<). Itis obvious that 
A’*’ = uA;(() and A’*’ = n A;(<) 
R>O R>O 
for any fixed 5, where A’*’ and A’*’ are the spaces given in Section 2.The 
following lemmas are obvious from the definition. 
LEMMA 4.1. If R > R’, k< k’ and r < q, then Ag,k(<) 6 A: ,,k,(7]) and the 
injection norm is <l. Here (r, ..., <, ) < (q, ..., q, ) means ck < qk for any k. 
LEMMA 4.2. If R’ < R, then A$({) G Ai,k(r) G Ai,(c)for anyk. 
In fact. itsuffices to ee 
for any fixed kE N. 
Let D,‘u(x) denote the primitive of u(x) with respect toxk which vanishes 
at xk = 0. We study some properties of an integro-differential operator 
DD--” = w-” x , where a,fiE N”. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a, /3 and y (EN”) satisfy (1- d) . JJ +d. 
(p - a) < 0 which corresponds to the condition (2.5) with j = 0. Then for any 
u(x) EAz,k(r), xYDbp”u(x) E Ai,k(r). Precisely we have 
(i) Ify=Oandd.p=d.a, then 
where II.II =II *tIR,k,l. 
llD4-a4 < t4-al141~ (4.3) 
(ii) If(l -d). y+d. (/-a)<O, then 
/I x~D~-~uII <;Rd+~b+Y)l[~I/ (4.4) 
as k++oo. Here s=d.(a-p)-(l-d).y>O and C is a positive 
constant independent of R and k. 
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ProoJ Let u(x) = C,>O u.x~/Ic!. Then 
xw-%(X) = c u, 
XK+O-L3+Y 
(K + a -/I)!’ 
where the summation is taken over such K that K> 0 and K + a -/I > 0. We 
put xyD4-%(x) = c, v.x~/K!. Then we have 
V 
u @+a--p+y)! 
tc+a-4+y= K 
(K+a-Pp)! * 
Hence we have 
IV ,c+o-&3+yl < ll”lt r” 
(d*K+k)! (K+U--p+y)! 
Rd.” 
(K+a-@p)! * 
(4.5) 
This implies (4.3) immediately. In order to prove (4.4), itsuffices to ee 
(d. K + k)! (K+a-/?+y)! ~ Const. 
'tp (d.Kfk+lyl+d)! (K$a-pp)! ks' 
as k++co, 
by Stirling’s formula. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let a, /I and y satisfy 0 < (1 - d) . y + d . (/I - a) = p. 
Then for any u(x) EAg,,(<), x9”-%(x) EAT,,,, for any 0 <R’ <R. 
Precisely we have 
where C is a positive constant independent of k when R’ is sufficiently near
to R. Here II .IIR = II .IIR,k,le 
Proof By (4.5) we have 
(d . K + k)P, 
where C is a constant independent of k. On the other hand, by a simple 
calculation we have 
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when R’ is sufficiently earto R. Considering ow that log R/R’ > 
Const.(R - R’)/R’ for some constant C,we obtain inequality (4.6). Q.E.D. 
Now we use the same notations x = (x’, x”) and a = (a’, a”) given in 
Section 2.Let AL(c) be a set of all functions a(~“) satisfying 
for any a”, 
for some non-negative C. The norm I/ .IIR,r,, in AL(c) is defined inthe same 
manner as was Ad R,,(r). Itis obvious that if a(x”) is holomorphic na 
neighbourhood of x” = 0, then a(x”) E AA(r), for sufficiently small R, for 
any fixed $. On the other hand, if a(x”) is an entire function fx”, then 
4x”> E flR >o AL(r) for any fixed p. Now the following proposition s 
obtained immediately. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let U(X) E A‘jJ<) and u(x”) E A:,(r), where p> 1. 
Then a(~“) u(x) E Ai*J<). Precisely we have 
(4.7) 
and 
Il4l S,k,l = il”(o)l + ‘@)I ~b~IS,k,~~ 
where lim,-, E(S) = 0 and 0 < S < R. 
(4.8) 
ProojI By a simple calculation, we have 
x \‘ 
lp”l! (d’ .a’ + Ia”1 - Ip”I + k)! 
14”l O(b”<a” P 
Considering thewell known inequality 
\’ ( i 
a” < Ia”l! 
,oTzp P” ’ p!(Ia”I -p)!’ 
we have (4.7) immediately. In order to obtain (4.8), we put a(~“) = u(O) +
(a@“) - a(O)}, Then by Cauchy’s integral formula, we have llu(x”) - 
4O>ll pS,S,, = E(S), which proves (4.8). Q.E.D. 
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5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Note that in the Goursat problem (2.1) we may assume without loss of 
generality that w(x, t) = 0, where w is the Goursat data. Hence by putting 
V(X, t) = D,“u(x, t), problem (2.1) is equivalent to he following one: 
D;“v(x, t)= \’ Bi(x, t; D,) D;-‘v(x, t) +f(x, t), 
O<j<m 
(5.1) 
v(x, t) = O(P), 
where 
Bj(X, t;Dx) = \’ u,~(x, t) Lit-“. (5.2) 
4 
In what follows, weconsider p oblem (5.1) instead of(2.1). 
Proof of Theorem I. We fix rE IR; which satisfies condition (2.6). Since 
f(x, t) E H(d; Atd’), f(x, t) E H(dTO; AiO(c)) for some R, and To. And also, 
since a$“(~“, t)are holomorphic na neighbourhood f the origin, we may 
assume a~~‘(~“, t) E H(d,“; A&(c)) for fixed p> 1, if T, and R, are 
sufftciently small. Now our theorem is proved by applying Theorem 3.1. 
LetO<R<R,andO<T<T,,. WeputX,=A$(r)forO<s<l.Then 
x= 1~SlO<S<l isa decreasing scale of Banach spaces in view of Lemma 4.1. 
Hence the remainder ofthe proof is to check conditions (3.3) and (3.4). We
put R,(t) = Rj(x, t; D,), (0 <j< m). First we study B,(t). By the 
assumptions of the theorem, we may put 
B,(t) = \‘ 
d.0:d.a 
uBo(x”, t)D4,-” + \’ $;)(x”, 1)(x’)” Dt-” 
;,‘.B 
= q’(t) + Bfj2’(t), 
where the summation in Bb2’(t) is taken over such /I and y’ that (1 - d)’ . y’ + 
d . (p - a) < 0 and d s /3 < d . a. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 with k = 0, we 
have, for any 0 < s < 1, 
where lim,,,jo E(R, T) = 0. On the other hand, we have, for any 0 < s < 1, 
sd”,p IIBb”(t)ll, < 1 C(T) Rd’(apB’+d”“‘, 
l3.y’ 
for some non-negative constant C(T) independent of R and s. Since 
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d.(a-p)+d’.y’>O by the assumption, we have lim, 10 
~up~,,~llB~)(t)ll~ = 0. These prove that B,(t) satisfies condition (3.3) when T 
and R are sufficiently small. Now for fixed T and R given previously, it is
easy to check condition (3.4) for B,(t) (0 < j < m) by Propositions 4.2 and 
4.3. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Remark 2.1 is now obvious from the above proof and 
Theorem 3.2. With regard to Remark 2.2, we give the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose all the conditions in Theorem I. Moreover we 
assume that in condition (2.5) only the strict inequalities hold. Then for any 
f(x, t) and w(x, t) in H(d; A:(r)), the solution u(x, t) exists inH(A; A:,(r)) 
for any’ R’ < R. Here abi:“(x”, t) are assumed to be in H(A; A:,(Y)) forfixed 
p> 1. 
Proof Let dT c A and X, =A:R,,(r) for 0 < s < 1. In view of 
Lemma 4.2, A$(() G A$(c) for any fixed kE N. By Propositions 4.1 and 
4.3, we have 
for some positive constant 6,where C,(R, T) is a non-negative constant 
independent of k. Now we choose ksuch that C,(R, 7) k-” < 1. On the other 
hand, we have, for 0 < s’ < s < 1, 
for some positive constant E.Hence by Theorem 3.1, the solution u(x, t) 
exists in H(A,; Ai,,k(<)) for any R’ < R, which proves U(X, t) E 
H(A, ; A!,,(c)) for any R” < R’ in view of Lemma 4.2. By continuing the 
local Goursat problem in t we obtain a global solution. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem II. In order to prove our theorem we have to show a 
propagation property for solution u(x, t) of (2.1). The notion of the 
propagation property will become clear in the proof. We fix rrS “1 which 
satisfies condition (2.6)‘. Since f(x, t) E H(A; Acd’), f (x, t) E H(A,; A:(<)) 
for any fixed R > 0, where dT c A. We put X, = AtR,k(r) for 0 < s Q 1. First 
we study B,(t). Bycondition (2.7), wemay put 
\’ b~‘)(X”r t)(x’);” D4,-” 
= g’(t) +By’(t), 
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where the summation in B:‘(t) is taken over such p and y’ that (1 - d)’ . y’ + 
d + ($I - a) < 0. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.3, we have, for 0 < s < 1, 
On the other hand, we have, for any 0 < s < 1, 
where C is a positive constant independent of k and S(p, y’) = d . (a -p) - 
(1 -d)’ . y’ > 0. We put A = ~up~,&.~=~.~ luDo(t)l c”-” < 1. Then for any 
fixed C, such that A < C, < 1, we choose sufftciently large k which may 
depend on R satisfying 
(5.3) 
Next we study Bj(t), 0 < j < m. We fix R and k given in the above. By 
condition (2.7), wemay put 
where the summation in B;“(t) (resp. BJ(“(t)) is taken over such /3 and y 
(resp. y’ and /?) that (l-d).y+de(p-a)=ljl and I~l<ljl (resp. 
(1 - d)’ . y’ + d . (J - a) < I jl). By Proposition 4.2, we can choose s, 
(0 < s, < 1) which may depend on R and k such that, for any 
s, <s’ <s< 1, 
Since IyI < I jl, we have, for any s, < s’ < s < 1 and R > 1, 
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On the other hand, we can choose s2 (0 < s2 < 1) which may depend on R 
and k such that, for any s2 < s’ < s < 1, 
where s@,~‘)=Ijl-(l-d)‘.y’--d-(/I-a)>O. Now we put s,= 
max{s,, s2}. Then we have for any s,, <s’ < s < 1 
“j”P IIBj(f)lls.s’ G 
Cj(T> Dj( T, R) 
cs _ .y)ljl + cs _ 3r)11’l --c (5.4) 
for some positive constant e.
We put 
and 
4,&J= Icllt--t,ll < T,icd, 
d,,(a, R’; R, t,) = {t; /It - tJ < min{a(l - (R/R’)), T,}}, 
where R’ < R. Consider now the following Goursat problem: 
0,” D;“C(x, t)= a(x, t; D,, DJ u’(x, t)+ 3(x, t),
(5.5) 
qx, t) - 6(x, t) = O(xa(l - t,)“), 
where t, E A, and a(x, t; D,, DI), is the one given by (2.1). Then in view of 
the above consideration we cam show that for any 7(x, t) and 6(x, t) in 
H(A,l(t,); Ai,k(r)) the solution %x, t) of (5.5) exists inH(A,,(a, R’; R, t,); 
Ai,,k(r)) forany R’ such that R,‘= s,R < R’ < R. Note that a is a universal 
constant with respect toR and k. Also we note that k is chosen uniformly 
when R varies in a compact set of I?, .Hence by Lemma 4.2, $x, t) E 
H(AT,(u’, R’; R, t,); AZ,(<)) for any R, < R’ < R if a’ < a. 
Under this consideration, we can give a propagation property for the 
solution u(x, t) of (2.1) with respect toR as follows. Let [R, R2] be an 
arbitrary closed interval in R + . We divide this interval into n equal subin- 
tervals. Here, n is chosen suffkiently large so that in each subinterval the
corresponding conditions to (5.3) and (5.4) hold. Here we should note that s, 
given in the above is chosen uniformly ineach subinterval. Let f(x, t) and 
w(x, t) be in H(dT; Ai2(<)) and let u(x, t) be a solution fproblem (2.1). 
Then by continuing the local Goursat problem in each subinterval and letting 
n + foe, we can show that for any R’ E [R,, R,) u(x, t) E A;,(r) when 
lJt(J < mini T, a’ log R,/R’} with fixed a’ < a. Thus we have proved that if 
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f(x, t) and w(x, t) are in H(A, ; Acd’), then the solution u(x, t) exists in 
H(d,;A’d’). Hence by continuing the local Goursat problem, we have our 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In order to see the necessity of inequalities (2.5) and (2.8), weconsider the 
following Cauchy problem : 
0: u(x, t) = x2Dx u(x, t) + j-(x, t), 
u(x, t) - w(x, t) = O(P). 
(6.1) 
By applying Theorems I and II, this problem is uniquely solvable inboth 
spaces H(Al; Aid’) and H(d,; Aid’) for any d E (0, 11. Next, by applying 
Remark 2.4, we see that his problem is also uniquely solvable inA@;” and 
AIP;” if d + 2s > 2 and d + 2~ > 2, respectively, where (d, E) E (0, 1]*. Let 
1 
qx, t) = g xm+ ‘pm ___ 
m=O (2?)!. 
Then u(x, t) is the solution f(6.1) with f E 0 and w = x. Now it is easy to 
see that u(x, t) 6! A’d+’ and u(x, t) 4 AtdVc) if d + 2s < 2 and d + 2~ < 2, 
respectively, which proves the necessity ofconditions (2.5) and (2.8) in 
general. 
The next example shows that in Theorem II, condition (2.8) is necessary 
in general. Consider the Cauchy problem 
D, u(x, t) = x*u(x, t) + f (x, t), 
u(x, t) - w(x, t) = O(t’). 
(6.2) 
Then U(X, t) = exp(x*t) gives the solution f(6.2) with f = 0 and w = 1, but 
exp(x*t) 6ZAx (“*) for any fixed t# 0. 
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